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The Last Man on Earth
First, the voice of my father. First, the rasping death rattle of
his voice calling me. His voice everywhere, surrounding. Each
way I turn, his voice equally there, calling my name. Boy,
rattled the voice. Boy. I start in each direction to go to him,
but I hear the voice everywhere so I stand still. Boy, says the
voice, its rattle thinning, hollowing. A thick fogbank rolling in
over the water, father's figure rising from it. Father's figure
draped in blue, a blue gown, his face swollen and bruised. A
smear of yellow on his chest, a badge of yellow pulsing in the
blue fabric. I rush into the water, shouting his name. Father!
Just as I am about to dive and swim to him, he holds up his
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hand, commanding me to stop. I stand waist-deep in the
freezing water. Murder, he says. I am murder. Is he saying
murder, or mother? I can't be sure. Boy, Father says. I am put
to death. No, I shout. No! The figure continues to rise, to swell
as a corpse might after days in the water. It points at me.
Boy, it commands. Find the one. Punish. Father! I shout, as
the figure loses its structure, collapses into the rolling
fogbank. Above the whispering I hear one last word. Sign, the
deathsound says. Sign.

The Living Age
GQ (Italy) called Davide Longo, "the most talented and
intense Italian novelist of his generation." In this dystopian,
post-apocalyptic literary novel, Italy is on the brink of collapse:
borders are closed, banks are refusing to distribute money to
their clients, the postal service is shuttered, and food supplies
are running short. Armed gangs of drug-fueled youth
rampage through the countryside as the nation descends into
chaos. Leonardo was once a famous writer and professor
before a sex scandal ended his marriage and his career. With
society collapsing around them, his ex-wife leaves their
daughter and son in his care as she sets off in search of her
new husband, who is missing. Ultimately, Leonardo is forced
to evacuate and take his children to safety, but to do so he
will have to summon a quality he has never exhibited before:
courage.

Furniture Manufacturer
First Man Out-Last Man Standing
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Fewer Americans were captured or missing during the
Vietnam War than in any previous major military conflict in
U.S. history. Yet despite their small numbers, American
POWs inspired an outpouring of concern that slowly eroded
support for the war. Michael J. Allen reveals how wartime loss
transformed U.S. politics well before, and long after, the war's
official end. Throughout the war's last years and in the
decades since, Allen argues, the effort to recover lost warriors
was as much a means to establish responsibility for their loss
as it was a search for answers about their fate. Though
millions of Americans and Vietnamese took part in that effort,
POW and MIA families and activists dominated it. Insisting
that the war was not over ''until the last man comes home,''
this small, determined group turned the unprecedented
accounting effort against those they blamed for their
suffering. Allen demonstrates that POW/MIA activism
prolonged the hostility between the United States and
Vietnam even as the search for the missing became the basis
for closer ties between the two countries in the 1990s.
Equally important, he explains, POW/MIA families' disdain for
the antiwar left and contempt for federal authority fueled the
conservative ascendancy after 1968. Mixing political, cultural,
and diplomatic history, Until the Last Man Comes Home
presents the full and lasting impact of the Vietnam War in
ways that are both familiar and surprising.

The Last Man
This apocalyptic tale by the author of Frankenstein envisions
a future world devastated by plague. Misunderstood by
contemporary readers, Mary Shelley's 1826 precursor to the
science fiction novel has reemerged to critical acclaim.
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The Last Man in Texas
With The Last Man, published in 1826, Mary Shelley
generated the genre of science-fiction. The narrative is set in
late twenty first century when technological advances give
rise to a deadly plague that is threatening to smother human
civilization as we know it. The destruction of plague and war
allows Shelley to portray the best and the worst in human
nature.

Last Man Standing
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER A
hero can't always be good . . . Joe Rickman, head of
clandestine operations in the Middle East, has been
kidnapped, and with him top secret CIA information that could
prove disastrous in the wrong hands. Mitch Rapp must find
Rickman at all costs. But something doesn't add up and he
soon suspects something even more sinister is afoot. With
elements inside his own government working against him,
Rapp will have to make to make a tough call between playing
the hero and playing nice. Or will he be stopped dead before
he can succeed? AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the
series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring
Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True Detective)
and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles
with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A
cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no
prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee
Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . .
instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-your-face,
adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that
does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent
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'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad
guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian

Last Man: The Stranger
Combining pieces of nonfiction, fiction, and parody, this
collection of writing reflects contemporary women's lives as
they struggle with coming of age, relationships, and
parenthood.

The Last Man
The sole survivor of a devastating ambush, FBI Hostage
Rescue Team agent Web London would do anything to find
out what really happened that night--and a ten year old boy
may be the unexpected key in this #1 New York Times
bestselling thriller. Web London was trained to penetrate
hostile ground and come out alive. Then ten seconds in a
dark alley cost him everything: his friends, his fellow agents,
his reputation. Among his super-elite FBI Hostage Rescue
Team, Web was the sole survivor of a high-tech, devastating
ambush. Now Web is trying to put his life back together and
understand what really happened. To get answers, he'll need
the help of psychiatrist Claire Daniels and the one other
human being who lived through the attack--a ten-year-old
boy. But when his search leads him back to that bloodstained
alley, Web suddenly realizes he is about to face his assassin
again. And this time, one of them will become the Last Man
Standing.

Her Last Man
Six people are gathered for a therapy group deep in the
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countryside. Six people who share a unique and terrible
trauma: each one is the last survivor of an apocalypse.Each
of them was rescued from a parallel universe where humanity
was wiped out. They've survived nuclear war, machine
uprisings, mass suicide, the reanimated dead, and more.
They've been given sanctuary on the homeworld of the
Interversal Union and placed with Dr. Asha Singh, a therapist
who works with survivors of doomed worlds.To help them,
she'll have to figure out what they've been through, what
they've suffered, and the secrets they're hiding. She can't
cure them of being the last man or woman on Earth. But she
can help them learn to live with the horrors they survived.'This
one won't leave you with the warm and fuzzies, but it will
leave you thinking, and for me that's the mark of great
science fiction.' - Sift Book Reviews

Confederate Military History
To The Last Man
Falling for her arch nemesis isn’t going to happen. Moving to
Starlight was Mara Reed’s first step forward after her
devastating divorce. But had she known she’d find Parker
Johnson, her ex-husband’s ruthless divorce attorney, there,
she might have gone in a different direction. Away from the
big city, Mara is seeing Parker in a new light — but is it
enough for her to set aside her anger? Mills & Boon Heart —
Stories of love, compassion and happiness.

The Last Man to Die
"Callias: A Tale of the Fall of Athens" by Alfred John Church.
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Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.

The Last Man
"A truly satisfying romance" --The New York Times Book
Review From New York Times bestselling author Tracy Anne
Warren comes a sexy and romantic new contemporary series
about corporate combat in the boardroom and under-thecovers passion in the bedroom… Idealistic good girl Madelyn
Grayson believes in doing what’s right. Even as a highpowered executive in the mad world of advertising, she
doesn’t cut corners, making her ad campaigns sizzle without
having to burn anyone along the way. Rival exec Zack
Douglas never wastes an opportunity to land the next big
deal—especially when it benefits him. A bad boy with a
reputation to match, he has no qualms about doing whatever
it takes to get ahead, no matter who gets in the way. When a
hot promotion pops up at their company, both Zack and
Madelyn wind up on the short list for the position. But as the
two square off, they discover that being heated rivals in the
office makes for scorching bed play behind closed doors. Will
Madelyn’s steamy, secret affair with Mr. Vice make her
compromise her ideals—or worse, lose her heart? FIRST IN
A NEW SERIES!
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The Last Man on Earth Club
The sole survivor of a devastating ambush, FBI Hostage
Rescue Team agent Web London would do anything to find
out what really happened that night--and a ten year old boy
may be the unexpected key in this #1 New York Times
bestselling thriller. Web London was trained to penetrate
hostile ground and come out alive. Then ten seconds in a
dark alley cost him everything: his friends, his fellow agents,
his reputation. Among his super-elite FBI Hostage Rescue
Team, Web was the sole survivor of a high-tech, devastating
ambush. Now Web is trying to put his life back together and
understand what really happened. To get answers, he'll need
the help of psychiatrist Claire Daniels and the one other
human being who lived through the attack--a ten-year-old
boy. But when his search leads him back to that bloodstained
alley, Web suddenly realizes he is about to face his assassin
again. And this time, one of them will become the Last Man
Standing.

The Last Man on the Mountain: The Death of an
American Adventurer on K2
Banners and flags have been an intricate part of wars,
victories, and celebrations through out the ages. Find out how
they are used to express God's Voice in worship and
intercession.

The Last Man She'd Marry
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER A
hero can't always be good . . . Joe Rickman, head of
clandestine operations in the Middle East, has been
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kidnapped, and with him top secret CIA information that could
prove disastrous in the wrong hands. Mitch Rapp must find
Rickman at all costs. But something doesn't add up and he
soon suspects something even more sinister is afoot. With
elements inside his own government working against him,
Rapp will have to make to make a tough call between playing
the hero and playing nice. Or will he be stopped dead before
he can succeed? AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the
series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring
Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True Detective)
and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles
with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A
cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no
prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee
Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . .
instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-your-face,
adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that
does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent
'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad
guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian

Last Man Club
The compelling story of how life and love are shaped in a
small town, against the blazing backdrop of World War Two.
A slice of life from an historic era.

The Last Man in Montana
Until the Last Man Comes Home
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The Last Man
When his Israeli girlfriend goes missing after extending a
theory about the haunting fortress of Masada, an American
nuclear engineer travels deep into the Judean desert and
makes an astonishing discovery that causes him to be
targeted by rogue members of Israeli intelligence.

The Last Man Standing
Toward the end of the nineteenth century in the Tonto Basin
of Arizona, a fierce and deadly feud erupts between local
cattlemen and sheepherders, as a rancher's son, Jean Isbel,
and a shepherd's daughter, Ellen Jorth, fall in love.

Parliamentary Debates
"A fascinating tale…Readers who are into high-altitude
adventure stories won’t be disappointed." —Associated Press
In 1939 the Savage Mountain claimed its first victim. Born into
vast wealth yet uneasy with a life of leisure, Dudley Wolfe, of
Boston and Rockport, Maine, set out to become the first man
to climb K2, the world’s second-highest mountain and, in the
opinion of mountaineers, an even more formidable challenge
than Mt. Everest. Although close to middle age and
inexperienced at high altitude, Wolfe, with the team leader,
made it higher than any other members of the expedition, but
he couldn’t get back down. Suffering from altitude sickness
and severe dehydration, he was abandoned at nearly 25,000
feet; it would be another sixty-three years before the author
discovered his remains.

Last Man Standing
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THE FAMILY MAN Lucky Masado was already heir to one
throne—but he'd had another thrust upon him. And he was in
between those two worlds when into his life walked Elena
Tandi. The spirited beauty was full of questions, and she was
not going to like his answers. Elena knew that Lucky Masado
could shed light on who her family really was. But she could
not have anticipated the passion she would have for him, a
street soldier who was about to embark on a long-anticipated
battle. When it was over, there would be only one man
standing. Would it be Lucky? And would she be the woman
by his side?

The Last Man
The Games are already underway when Richard Aldana
arrives in town. This mysterious stranger seems to have more
in common with our world than the world where the Games
are held. He smokes cigarettes and wears a leather jacket
while everyone else in this medieval realm is casting spells
and weaving tapestries. Nobody knows what to make of him,
but when Aldana enrolls in the games he quickly becomes a
top contender. Eschewing magic and using only his martial
arts prowess, Aldana also befriends and protects a small boy
for reasons as mysterious as his origins. Who will win the
games? Who is Richard Aldana, really? And what is the
ultimate purpose of this gruelling gladiatorial contest? With its
intricate fantasy setting and heart-pounding action
sequences, Last Man has become the smash hit comics
series in France. Combining compelling character-driven
storytelling with fast-paced adventure, Last Man is an
addictive series with a cliffhanger at the end of each volume
that leaves readers panting for more.
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The Last Man She Expected
Presents an apocalyptic fantasy of the end of human
civilisation. Set in the late twenty-first century, this novel
unfolds a sombre and pessimistic vision of mankind
confronting inevitable destruction. Interwoven with a futuristic
theme, it incorporates portraits of Shelley and Byron, yet
rejects Romanticism, and its faith in art and nature.

The last man, by the author of Frankenstein
In the midst of the most disastrous economic climate of Wall
Street’s history, one executive has weathered the storm more
deftly than any other: Jamie Dimon, chairman and CEO of
JPMorgan Chase. In 2008, while Dimon’s competitors
watched their companies crumble, JPMorgan not only
survived, it made an astonishing $5 billion profit. Dimon’s
continued triumph in the face of an industry-wide meltdown
has made him a paragon of finance. In Last Man Standing,
award-winning journalist Duff McDonald provides an
unprecedented and deeply personal look at the extraordinary
figure behind JPMorgan’s success. Using countless hours of
interviews with Dimon and his full circle of friends, family, and
colleagues, this definitive biography is by far the most
comprehensive portrait of the man known as the Savior of
Wall Street. Now, in an updated prologue, McDonald offers
insight into the future of Wall Street and how Dimon will
overcome the challenge of aggressive new regulation from
Washington—and how he plans to continue to thrive as the
world’s preeminent banker.

Fraser's Magazine
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Fatherless and alone in the mountain ranges of Arizona,
Monte Landen must fight to keep his cattle business alive. As
notorious outlaws settle their sights on his cattle, the situation
worsens as they plunge into the center of his ranch and take
his friends hostage. Set in the days of the Old West, Last
Man Standing: The Landen Legacy, by Cory Carpenter, is a
suspenseful tale of hate, honor, and a surprising new love.
Monte finds an unsuspected ally whose connection to the
gunmen is a little too close for comfort. Will there be betrayal?
Gunslingers, shootouts, and close encounters at every
turn?just another day for Monte Landen.

Last Man Standing
An archaeological dig turns up a skeleton whose death is
recent history The beaches are full on this sunny Biloxi
afternoon, but Micah Dunn has no appetite for sunbathing.
Watching a group of scientists excavate an ancient Native
American site along the Mississippi, the private detective’s
thoughts turn first to the archaeologist who broke his heart,
and then to murder. Hoping for beads or pottery, the
scientists have found a dirt-stained skeleton whose fillings tell
them he was killed during the twentieth century, whose
amputated leg suggests a veteran, and whose punctured
skull says death by pistol. The bones belonged to Max
Chantry, a 1940s reform political candidate who disappeared
under mysterious circumstances. But if New Orleans politicos
killed him, why did he end up buried a state away? This case
is ice cold, but solving it will put Dunn in the hot seat.

Last Man Standing
Special operative Joe Green, who has gone vigilante to
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avenge his dead brother, escapes his false imprisonment with
the aid of his ex-lover, Stephanie Tompkins, and together
they try to expose a deadly and highly placed traitor.

Last Man Standing
The Malloy Men: Texas Men, Texas Ways Cameron Malloy is
handsome, successful and single But Elizabeth wouldn't have
him if he were the last bachelor in Texas. It doesn't matter
that she's loved her boss for years—he takes her for granted.
If she's ever going to have a family, now's the time to move
on. Of course, that doesn't stop Elizabeth from asking
Cameron to help her find Mr. Right. Who better to tell her
exactly what men are looking for than a serial monogamist
like Cameron? And if, along the way, he starts to realize he'd
like to apply for the position, there's nothing wrong with that.
In fact, it just might have been Elizabeth's plan from the
start…

The Last Man
Last Man Standing
For decades Gerta Wahljak has been haunted by a
photograph of ten Nazi officers taken in the concentration
camp where she was imprisoned during the Holocaust. Since
emigrating to the United States, she has carefully traced and
recorded the fates of nine of these men. But there is one
whom she has been unable to track--until now. While Gerta
waits in her Boston cardiologist's office, she sees another
patient who she is almost sure is the last man. She will not be
at peace until she knows. After interviewing Gerta, assistant
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U.S. Attorney David Keegan is shocked to learn that he is
closely linked to the man he's investigating. For the man
accused of being a former Nazi is none other than Frederick
Schiller, married to a renowned Jewish activist and the father
of the woman Keegan loves. Poised to become U.S. attorney,
Keegan suddenly finds his life maliciously uprooted.
Someone envious of his rise to power will stop at nothing to
ruin him . . . leaking the volatile story to the press and hoping
Keegan's reputation is blackened in the firestorm. David
Keegan is a man also haunted by the past, obsessed by his
quest to uncover the facts behind his mother's death when he
was a child. But as he pursues the truth about his mother, he
must deal with the explosive case of Frederick Schiller. As
newspaper headlines hurl accusations about Schiller and his
wife, the two are forced to relive a dark history that was
meant to be buried forever. Now Keegan must decide
whether to risk his career to help the parents of the woman
he loves. A gripping, relentlessly plotted story about the
ambiguity of morality, the power of an unresolved past, and
the necessity of forgiveness, The Last Man twists like a
thriller, but has the truth-seeking depth of great fiction.
Profound in theme and peopled with characters that possess
a refreshing vitality, it is a novel that will breathlessly race you
to its stunning, climactic finish.

The Last Man
The Last Man
Danielle Reigh's reappearance after being "away" for four
months is something she does not want to talk about to
anyone-including handsome law officer Cooper Webster.
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She's more than a little interested in him, but she has to be
able to trust Cooper with the story of what happened to her
before she can let herself fall for him completely. Though
Cooper knows a man from her past holds a place in her heart,
he's determined to be her only man. But her story might test
the limits of credibility-even with someone who loves her as
much as Cooper does!When Danielle's sister, Charlotte,
becomes the nanny for newcomer single father Wyatt
Jameson, she falls head over heels in love-with Wyatt's
young daughter, Isabella! But soon, Char and Wyatt realize
that Bella's happiness isn't the only thing they have in
common. After a bad marriage, Wyatt finds it hard to trust
anyone, but Char is so open and loving, how can he shut her
out of his life? When Char and Bella are kidnapped, Wyatt
realizes Char means more to him than he ever imagined. He'll
do whatever he must to save her.Can Danielle and Cooper
put the past behind them and forge a future together? Can
Wyatt manage to save Charlotte from a madman and create a
new life with her and his baby daughter?

To the Last Man I Slept with and All the Jerks Just
Like Him
So okay, it wasn't so much that Jonas was the last man she'd
marry. It was that divorce attorney Alyx Carmel wasn't likely
to marry anyone. Because after all, relationships didn't
exactly end well in her line of work. Case in point: the
traumatic attack that send Alyx fleeing her old life—and, quite
by accident, into the arms of said Jonas Hunter. But FBI
Special Agent Jonas Hunter wasn't willing to give up on Alyx.
Because while life might have thrown him a few curves, there
was one thing he know for sure: Alyx was the one woman he
would marry….
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Last Man Standing
BOOTS & BOOTIES Riding, Roping and Ranching are part of
cowboy life. Diapers, Pacifiers and Baby Bottles are not!
Champion rodeo rider Will Cody is back at the Silver Valley
ranch to sell his inheritance. Family life, staying in any one
place for too long, just isn't for him…until he meets the new
foreman, Becky McGregor. She's gorgeous, sexy and a
mother for heaven's sake—not his kind of woman at all.
Moreover, the aggravating woman is determined he should
keep the ranch. Her two-year-old keeps calling him Daddy.
And suddenly the words father and husband are beginning to
sound pretty good….

Callias: A Tale of the Fall of Athens
The Last Man
The Last Man Standing
In a career that spans over seven decades, Roger Moore has
been at the very heart of the show-business scene. We all
know him as an actor who has starred in films that have made
him famous the world over, but he's also a tremendous
prankster, joker and raconteur - in fact, he's well known as
one of the nicest guys in the business, and someone who has
always been up for some fun. In this fabulous collection of
true stories from his stellar career, Roger lifts the lid on the
movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood. It features
outrageous tales from his own life and career as well as those
told to him by a host of stars and filmmakers, including Tony
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Curtis, Sean Connery, Michael Caine, David Niven, Frank
Sinatra, Gregory Peck, John Mills, Peter Sellers, Michael
Winner, Cubby Broccoli and many more. Wonderfully
entertaining and laugh-out-loud fu
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